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In this paper we investigate the qualitative behavior of solutions near an 
equilibrium point of an autonomous functional differential equation of finitely 
retarded type. In particular, under certain appropriate hypotheses, we show 
that, as a certain parameter varies in a prescribed way, a family of one or more 
periodic orbits of the given equation bifurcates from the given equilibrium 
point. We also determine suitable stability properties of these closed orbits. 
A functional differential equation of finitely retarded type is an equation of 
the form 
qt) = qt, 4, (1) 
where x(t) is a real n-vector, n > 1, and xt is the function defined on a given 
fixed interval [- T, 01, Y > 0, through the relation ~~(0) = x(t + e), 
- r < 0 < 0. An important special case of (1) is the differential-difference 
equation of finitely retarded type 
k(t) = G(t, x(t), x(t - Y,) ,..., x(t - Ye)), (0 < Yl < ... < T,rJ. 
It was Krasovskii [15] who first pointed out that a natural phase space for 
studying (1) is the space C of all functions 4 continuously mapping [- Y, 0] 
into the n-dimensional real Euclidean space Rn. Thus, in particular, if x is a 
solution of (l), then by the orbit of x one means the set in C consisting of all 
possible elements xt . This observation paved the way for a rapid development 
of a geometrical theory for (1). (See Hale [lo].) The problem to be treated 
in this paper lies in the realm of this theory and is motivated by the following 
considerations. 
A natural guide for the development of a geometrical theory for (1) is the 
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already existing geometrical theory for ordinary differential equations. For 
example, see [12]. In the latter theory there arises a certain bifurcation 
problem which, under varying hypotheses, has been studied by Andronov 
[l, pp. 217-2241, Hopf [13], Brushinskaya [3], and Chafee [4]. We can 
briefly describe this problem in the following way. 
Consider the autonomous ordinary differential equation 
k(t) = P(c) x(t) + X(x(f), E)? (2) 
where .x(t) is a real n-vector, n 3 2; E is a parameter varying in a closed 
interval [0, co], l a > 0; P(c), 0 < E < c0 , is an n X IZ real matrix; X = X(x, .5) 
is a function defined and suitably smooth for x belonging to some neighbor- 
hood in RfL of x0 = 0; X(0, E) = 0, 0 < E < co; and / X(x, c)i = o(I x 1) as 
) x 1 --f 0. The next to last condition here guarantees that the origin x0 = 0 
is an equilibrium point of (2). 
Now suppose that at E = 0 the equilibrium point x,, = 0 is asymptotically 
stable in the sense of Liapunov. Also, suppose that, for each E E [0, co], the 
matrix P(G) has a unique pair of simple complex conjugate eigenvalues 
U(E) j, b(c) such that 
a(0) = 0, 
a(e) > 0 (0 -=c E < %J), 
b(c) > 0 (0 < 6 e %), 
and suppose that, for each E E [0, Q], the other eigenvalues of P(c) (in the 
case that n > 2) all have negative real parts. 
In addition to the preceding hypotheses, one can impose conditions of an 
analytical nature on the function X. These conditions are related to the prop- 
erty of asymptotic stability at E = 0. See [ 1, pp. 217-224; 13; and 31. 
The object of the investigation is to describe the phase portrait of (2) in a 
neighborhood of x0 = 0 for E > 0 sufficiently small. 
In general, one seeks to prove that, as e increases from zero, one or more 
periodic orbits of (2) bifurcate from the origin x,, = 0. That is, one wishes 
to show that, for any E > 0 sufficiently small, there exists a non-empty family 
r(r) of one or more periodic orbits of (2) near x,, = 0 and that, for any p > 0, 
there exists an Z E (0, E,,] such that, for any E E (0, 21, all the members of F(E) 
lie in the open ball of radius p centered at x,, = 0. Also, one wants to determine 
the stability properties of the members of T(E). Finally, one would like to 
determine the conditions under which r( E consists of a single closed orbit ) 
of (2). 
The precise results which have been obtained in this problem vary with 
the analytical conditions which have been imposed upon X. In particular, 
these conditions seem to dictate the number of closed orbits belonging to T(E). 
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The problem we shall treat in this paper is analogous to the one we have 
just described. The exact hypotheses and conclusions appear in Sec. 3 
below. It will be seen that both our hypotheses and our results parallel 
those given in [4], but, of course, the geometrical setting is now C rather 
than Rn. In particular, we prove the existence of the required family r(c) 
of periodic orbits and we determine suitable stability properties for these 
closed orbits. By means of an example given in Sec. 8, we show that, in an 
appropriate sense, these stability properties are the best that can be obtained 
under our hypotheses. This example (as well as one which we gave in [4, 
p. 6641) makes it clear that, under our hypotheses, F(E) may contain any 
number of periodic orbits. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let R denote the real number system. For any integer n > 1, let R” 
denote the n-dimensional real Euclidean space with norm 1 . 1 . For any two 
integers n 3 1 and m > 1, let R ~9~) denote the space of all n x m real 
matrices. 
For any two real numbers a and b, a < b, let C([a, b], Rn) be the space of 
all continuous functions # : [a, b] -+ R”. By I/ ’ /I we mean the usual supre- 
mum norm on C([a, b], Rn); that is, for any 4 E C([a, b], Rn), 
For a given real number r 3 0, let C = C([- r, 01, Rn) and, for any 
number p > 0, let B(p) be the open ball in C centered at the origin and having 
radius p. 
If x is a function mapping an interval I C R into either R” or Rtnym) and 
if t E I is such that [t - r, t] C 1, then by xt we mean the function on [- r, 0] 
defined by the equation ~~(0) = x(t + e), - r < 0 < 0. If the range of x is in 
Rn and if x is continuous on I, then, clearly, xt E C. 
Now suppose that we are given a function f mapping an open connected 
set D C C into Rfi. Then, we can consider the autonomous functional dif- 
ferential equation of finitely retarded type 
4t) =f(xt). (1.1) 
Let 4 E D. Then, by a solution of (1.1) h aving initial function 4 at time 
t = 0 we mean a function x continuously mapping an interval [- r, a), 
0 < (T < + co, into Rn such that xt E D for all t E [0, u); x,, = 4; x has a 
derivative k(t) at each t E (0, u); and x satisfies (1.1) on (0, u). By the orbit 
of such a solution x we mean the set (+Q : 0 < t < c}. 
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It is well known that if f is continuous and locally Lipschitzian on D, then 
for any (b E D there exists a unique solution x(d) of (1.1) having initial function 
$ at time t -7 0. (See Halanay [5, pp. 336-3411.) In the remaining part of this 
section, we shall assume the existence and uniqueness of such a solution x(C) 
for each (b E D. 
Let 7i and ~a be any two extended real numbers such that 
- 00 5:: 7, < ~a < + co. Then, by a solution of (1.1) defined on the open 
interval (pi - r, TV) we mean a function x* continuously mapping (pi - r, T.J 
into RTf such that, for any t, E (or , ~a), the solution x(xt”,) is defined at all 
t E [0, 72 - t,,) and satisfies the relation x(t; xc) = x*(t + to), 0 :.C t < 72 - t, . 
By the orbit of such a solution x* we mean the set {xt* : 7i < t < TV}. 
By a continuation of x* we mean a solution x** of (1.1) defined on an 
open interval (sr - r, sa), - cc < si < sa .< + co, such that (7r - r, T2) is 
properly contained in (si - r, s2) and x**(t) = x*(t) for all t E (or - Y, T2). 
If such a continuation does exist, then we say that x* is continuable. Other- 
wise, we say that x* is non-continuable. 
We now wish to introduce some geometrical terminology for (1. I), most 
of which we owe to Hale [9, lo]. 
By an equilibrium point of (1. I) we mean a constant function &, E C such 
thatf (4,) .: 0. Clearly, an equilibrium point of (I. I) is the orbit of a constant 
solution of (1.1) defined on (- co, + co). 
If x* is a non-constant periodic solution of (1.1) defined on (- “3, + co), 
then the orbit of x* is a simple closed curve in D. We shall call such an orbit 
a closed or periodic orbit of (1.1). 
For a given + E D, suppose that x(4) is defined on [- Y, $- cc). Then, by 
the w-limit set of x(4) we mean the set ~(9) (empty or nonempty) in C defined 
by the equation 
where the bar denotes closure in C. 
We say that a set S C D is invariant (with respect to (1.1)) if and only if, 
for any 4 E S, there exists at least one solution x*(4) of (1.1) defined on the 
open interval (- 03, + co) such that x0*(+) = 4 and such that xt*(4) E S 
for all t E (- co, + cc). 
We say that S is locally invariant (with respect to (1.1)) if and only if, for 
any 4 E S, there exists an open neighborhood U of zj in D having the following 
property. For each 4 E S n U, there exists at least one solution x*(C) of (1.1) 
defined on an interval (‘1 - Y, TV), - cc < 7r < 0 < ~a SG + cc, such that 
x0*(+) = 4 and such that xt*(+) E S for any t E (pi , ~a) which has the 
property that x,*(4) E U for all s belonging to the closed interval I[t] whose 
endpoints are zero and t. 
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Let k be a positive integer and let M be a k-dimensional real topological 
manifold in D. Then, on the one hand, we say that M is a k-dimensional 
integral manifold of (1.1) if and only if M is invariant with respect to (1.1). 
On the other hand, we say that M is a k-dimensional local integral manifold 
of (1.1) if and only if M is locally invariant with respect to (1.1). 
The reader can easily convince himself that if M is a k-dimensional integral 
manifold of (1.1) and if 0 is an open subset of D such that M n 0 is nonempty, 
then M r\ 0 is a k-dimensional local integral manifold of (1.1). 
2. THE AUTONOMOUS HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR EQUATION 
In this section we consider the equation 
W) = W,), (2-l) 
where L is a continuous linear transformation taking the space C into Rn. 
In order to both formulate and prove the results of interest to us in this 
paper, we shall need the theory for equations of the type (2.1) developed by 
Hale in [8]. Because this theory may not be widely enough known, we shall 
summarize its main conclusions in this section. Recently, B. W. Levinger [ 161 
made an important contribution to Hale’s theory, which we shall incorporate 
into our exposition. 
Since L is linear and continuous, it follows that, for each 4 E C, Equation 
(2.1) has a unique solution ~(4) having initial function 4 at time t = 0 and 
that x($) is defined on [- r, + co). This allows us to define, for any 
t E [0, + co), a bounded linear operator J(t) : C + C by setting J(t)+ = ~~(4) 
for all 4 E C. 
By the Riesz Representation Theorem (Riesz-Nagy [20, p. IlO]), there 
exists a function 11 : [- r, 0] -+ R(n,n) whose components qij : [- r, 0] + R 
(i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n) are of bounded variation on [- r, 0] and which has the 
property that, for every 4 E C, 
(2.2) 
Choosing such a function 7, we can introduce the characteristic equation 
of (2.1), 
where I, denotes the n x 71 identity matrix. The solutions, real and complex, 
of (2.3) are called the characteristic roots or eigenvalues of (2.1), and, for 
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any real number /3, there are at most finitely many of these eigenvalues 
whose real parts are greater than /?. Moreover, if h is a complex eigenvalue 
of (2.1), then so is its complex conjugate )\. 
Let A be a finite set of eigenvalues A, , A, , . . . . A, of (2.1) having multiplicities 
m, , m2 ,..., mk respectively as roots of (2.3), and suppose that the non-real 
members of A can be arranged into complex conjugate pairs. Let 
m = m, + m2 + ..* + m, . Then, there exists a unique m-dimensional sub- 
space P(A) of C having the property that for any function @ : [ - r, 0] -+ R(“,nz) 
whose columns form a basis of P(A), there is a unique matrix A E R(msm) 
such that the eigenvalues of A are A, , A, ,..., Ak and such that 
J(t) @ = @eAt, (0 < t < + a). 
For any 4 E P(A), th ere exists a unique solution x*($) of (2.1) defined on 
(- co, + co) such that x,,*(d) = + and x~*($) E P(A) for all t E (-- cc, + co). 
This solution is given by either of the equations 
x*(t; +) = G(O) eAtyo , 
x2*(4> = @eAtyo, 
(- co <t < +- co), 
where y0 is the unique element in Rm such that 4 = @y,, . 
The space P(d) is called the generalized eigenspace of (2.1) associated 
with A. 
Given 7 as in (2.2), we can introduce the adjoint equation of (2.1), 
G(s) = - j” d+-(B) w(s - e>, 
--r 
(2.4) 
where T denotes transpose. If in (2.4) we make the change of variable s = - t, 
then we obtain an equation of the general type represented by (2.1). Hence, 
to each $ E C*, C* = C([O, Y], R”), there corresponds a unique solution 
~(4) of (2.4) defined on (- co, Y] such that o(s; #) = 4(s), 0 < s < Y. With A 
there is associated an m-dimensional generalized eigenspace P*(A) C C* 
which has invariance properties analogous to those possessed by P(A). 
We now introduce a bilinear form (,) on C* x C by setting 
(~4 4)= V(O) 4(O) + jy, j,” VI6 - 4 4(e) C(t) dS (# Ec*, 4 E C). 
(2.5) 
Let Y be any function mapping [0, Y] into R(n,m) whose columns form a 
basis of P*(A). Then, the m x m matrix (Y, @) obtained by formally sub- 
stituting Y and Q, into (2.5) is nonsingular. Furthermore, Y and @ can be 
chosen so that (Y, @) = I,, where I, is the m x m identity matrix. 
40913 5 b-6 
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Let Q(A) be the closed linear subspace of C consisting of all those 4 E C 
such that (#, 4) = 0 for each 4 E P*(A). Then, Q(A) is invariant under J(t) 
for each t 3 0. Moreover, P(A) n Q(d) = {0}, and C can be represented as 
the direct sum of P(A) and Q(A). 
This representation can be explicitly constructed. Indeed, if @ and Y are 
as above with (Y, @) = I,, then, for any 4 E C, the unique elements 
+” E P(A) and 4” E Q(A) such that 4 = 4” + $* are given by the formulas 
I#” = @(Y, $!I), c#J” = $b - 4”. 
We shall refer to Q(A) as the complementary subspace of (2.1) associated 
with A. We shall refer to the pair of subspaces P(A) and Q(A) as the eigen- 
space decomposition of C by (2.1) and A. 
Suppose now that, for some real number 8, the set A consists of all those 
eigenvalues of (2.1) whose real parts are greater than or equal to /3. Then, 
there exists a constant K > 1 such that, for all 4 E Q(A), 
IIJWCII bKWl4ll, (0 < t < + co). 
3. STATEMENT OF THE HYPOTHESES AND MAIN THEOREM 
We consider now an equation of the form 
a?(t) =L(x, ) E) + X(x,, E), (3.1) 
where x assumes its values in Rn and E is a parameter varying in a closed 
interval [0, ~~1, co > 0. Henceforth, we shall assume that Eq. (3.1) satisfies 
the following hypotheses. 
(H,) The function L is defined and continuous on C x [0, E,,] and is 
uniformly continuous on any set B(p) x [0, E,,], 0 < p < + co. Moreover, 
for each E E [0, ~~1, the function L(., c) mapping C into Rn is linear. 
(H,) The function X is defined and continuous on a domain 
B(pJ x [0, q,], 0 < p0 < + co. Moreover, X(+, c) - X(4,0) as E - 0+ 
unfirmly with respect to all 4 E B(P,,). 
(Ha) X(0, c) = 0 for every E E [0, .s,,]; i.e., for every E E [0, G,,], the origin 
(bs = 0 is an equilibrium point of (3.1). 
(H4) There exists a function k mapping (0, pO] into [0, + co) such that 
k(p) -+ 0 as p + 0+ and such that, for each p E (0, p,,], 
I X(4, T 4 - X(42 9 + G k(P) II $1 - 42 II 9 (94 3 42 E w, E E wo, %I)* 
(Hs) For each E E [0, E,,], the linear equation 
z?(t) = L(x, , e) (3.2) 
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has a unique pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues u(e) & b(e) such that 
Moreover, each of these eigenvalues has multiplicity one as a root of the 
characteristic equation of (3.2). F or E = 0, any eigenvalue of (3.2) other than 
* ib(0) has its real part negative. 
(H,J For E = 0 the equilibrium point +0 = 0 of (3.1) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable. That is, for any p E (0, p,,], there exists a 6 E (0, p] 
such that, for every 4 E B(S), the solution ~(4, 0) of (3.1) at E = 0 having 
initial function 4 at time zero possesses the properties that x,(4, 0) E B(S) for 
all t > 0 and x,($,0) ---f 0 as t -+ + 00, the convergence here being uniform 
with respect to 4 E B(S). 
From Hypotheses (Hi), (H,), and (H,J it follows that, for any 4 E B(p,,) 
and E E [0, E,,], Eq. (3.1) has a unique solution x($, c) having initial function 4 
at time t = 0. 
We now state the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given Eq. (3.1) satisfying Hypotheses (Hi) through (He), 
there exist numbers p,,‘, pi E (0, p,,], pi < pO’, and E”’ E (0, Q] such that the 
following assertions are true. 
(i) For each E E (0, E,,‘], Eq. (3.1) has a non-empty fumiZy T(E) of one or 
more closed orbits contained in B(pi). Th ese orbits all lie in a certain 2-dimensional 
local integral manifold M(E) of (3.1) w ac zs h ’ h ’ h omeomorphic to an open disk in R2 
and which contains the origin Co = 0. For any y E P(E), we have 0 E Int y, where 
Int y denotes the interior in M(c) of th e OY J d an curve y. Also, there exist orbits 
rl(e), Ye E T(E) such that, for any y E T(E), we have y C Int ra(c)\\Int n(c), 
where the bar denotes closure in C. 
(ii) The members of T(E) all contract uniformly to the origin 4,, = 0 as 
c---f 0’. That is, for any p E (0, p,“], there exists an E E (0, E,,‘] such that, for 
every E E (0, c(p)], all the members of T(E) Zie in B(p). 
(iii) For any 4 E B(pi) and E E (0, E,,‘], the solution x(4, c) is dejined on 
[- r, + a) and x,(9, c) E B(p,‘).for all t E [0, + co). Moreover, ~(4, c) has a 
non-empty, compact, connected, invariant w-limit set ~(4, c) C M(E) and 
x&, c) + ~(4, 6) us t + + CO. Either w(c$, c) = (0) OY ~(4, G) is the union of 
one OY more closed orbits in T(E). If w(q4, c ) is not a single closed orbit in T(E), then 
~(4, 6) is homeomorphic to a closed annulus in R2. 
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(iv) For any E E (0, es’] and 4 E Int yz(c), there exists a unique solution 
x*(4, E) of (3.1) defined on (- co, + 00) such that xt*(& e) E M(c) frr all 
t E (- ~0, + ~0) and xo*(d, c) = +. If d E Int Al\, then xt*(#, c> + R(C) 
as t + + co and x~*($, e) -+ 0 as t -+ - co. If 4 E Int ya(e)\Int n(c), then 
there exist y+, y- E I(c) such that xt*($, l ) ---f y+ as t -+ + co and 
xt*($, 6) + y- as t + - co; moreover, y+ = y- if and only if x*($, c) is 
periodic. 
(v) For any c E (0, ~~‘1 und 
we have x,($, l ) E M(c) for al2 t E [0, + co) and ~~(4, c) -+ Ye as t -+ + W. 
(vi) &et Q,, C C be the complementary subspace of (3.2) at E = 0 associated 
with the eigenvalues f ib(0). Then, for each E E (0, E,,‘], there exists a manifold 
N(E) C B(,+,) such that N( ) l is h omeomorphic to an open ball in Qo; 0 E N(E); 
and, for any + E N(e) n B(pg), we have x,(4, c) E N(e) for all t E [O, + “0) and 
xt(+, c) -+ 0 as t ---f + co. Moreover, there exists a continuous function A: 
(0, co’] -+ (0, pi] such that A is monotone increasing on (0, ~~‘1; A(E) -+ 0 us 
E -+ O+; and, for any E E (0, co’] and 4 E B(A(e)), we have ~~(4, l) + 0 us 
t++ ~zfandonlyif~EN(E). 
(vii) If, for some E E (0, E,,‘], Eq. (3.1) has a solution x*(e) de$ned on an 
interval (- 03, TJ, - co < r2 < + co, such that x$*(c) E B(pi) for all 
t E (- 00, TV), then xt*(<) E M(e)for all t E (- 00, T.J. Moreover, ifxt*(c) + 0 
as t -+ - co, then xt*(~) E Int yr(c) for all t E (- OC), rJ. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is the subject of the next four sections in this 
paper. In Sec. 8 we shall give an example to illustrate the possibility that, for a 
given 4 E B(&) and E E (0, E,,‘], the set ~(4, l ) may contain more than one 
closed orbit of (3.1). 
4. THE EXISTENCE OF THE LOCAL INTEGRAL MANIFOLD M(E) 
In this section, our main goal is to show that, for each E belonging to some 
interval of the form [0, &I, 0 < Z, < 6s , Eq. (3.1) has a 2-dimensional local 
integral manifold M(E) which is homeomorphic to an open disk in R2 and 
which contains the origin 4s = 0 of C. In addition to this, we want to establish 
certain properties of this manifold M(E) which we shall need in our later work. 
To do all this, we shall use techniques of a type used by a number of 
authors [2,7,8, 14, 17, 18, and 191 in works concerning the theory of integral 
manifolds for ordinary differential equations and more general types of 
differential systems. 
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We begin with the following construction. Let z, : [0, + co) -+ [0, l] be 
any function of class C” on [0, + co) such that O(S) = 1, 0 < s < i, and 
o(s)=O,l<s<+co.LetL,X,p,, and E,, be as introduced in connection 
with (3.1) and let p,, = p0 . We define a function Xi mapping 
into Rn by setting 
c x P, PO1 x P, %I 
For this function we have the following lemma, whose proof we shall omit. 
LEMMA 4.1.1. The function Xl de$ned in (4.1) is continuous on 
C x [0, po] x [0, co] and has the properties that 
&k4 /A 4 = w> l ) --w, 0) + X(4, E>, 
i O<ll~ll~~,0<~4E10,0~C~fo)r 
and that 
X1(0, P, 4 = 0, 
where k, and 8, are functions mapping [0, po] and [O, eo] respectiwely into 
[0, + co) such that K,(p) + 0 us p + 0+, k,(O) = 0, e,(c) -+ 0 as 6 + Of, and 
t;(O) = 0. 
We now define a continuous linear transformation Lo mapping C into Rn 
by setting 
Lo(+) = w, 0) (+ fz 0 
Next, we introduce the functional differential equation 
3f(t) = Lo(%) + X1(% 9 CL, 4. (4.3) 
It can be shown that for any + E C, p E [0, po], and E e [0, co], Eq. (4.3) has a 
unique solution ~(9, p, c) having initial function 4 at time t = 0 and that 
x(#, p, l ) is defined on [- r, + co). 
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We also introduce the linear equation 
2(t) = L,(x,). (4.4) 
We note that Eq. (4.4) is the same as Eq. (3.2) at E = 0. Hence, there is an 
eigenspace decomposition of C associated with (4.4) and the eigenvalues 
& i&O) of (3.2) at E = 0. 
We shall now introduce some notation related to this decomposition. Let 
P,, be the generalized eigenspace and Q,, the complementary subspace 
associated with (4.4) and f i&O). Let P, * be the generalized eigenspace 
associated with rt z%(O) and the adjoint equation of (4.4). We note that P,, and 
Pa* each have dimension 2. Now, recall our use of the symbols @, Y, A, J(t) 
and (,) in Sec. 2. Each of these symbols subscripted with a zero shall denote 
the corresponding entity associated with (4.4) and & i&O). We can assume 
that (Y,, , @Jo equals the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
Let cap : C -+ R2 and rrOq : C-t Q0 be the continuous linear transforma- 
tions defined by the equation 
co? = (Yo 7 $10 3 
no”4 = 4 - @&@, (4 E 0 
We now want to introduce certain formulas for (4.3) of a type used by 
Hale and Perello [12]. 
LetX:[-r,O]-+R tnln) be the function defined by the equations 
x(@ = 0, (-rde<o), 
x(O) = 4 3 
where I, denotes the n x n identity matrix. Then, there exists a unique 
Lebesgue measurable function U : [- Y, + a~) --f R(@*“) such that U is 
absolutely continuous on every compact subinterval of [O, + CO); U,, = x; 
and, for every j = 1, 2 ,..., n, the jth column of U satisfies (4.4) almost every- 
where on [0, + co). It can be verified that, for any 4 E C, TV E [0, CL,,], and 
c E P, %I, 
In harmony with Hale and Perello [12], we can express (4.5) in the form 
44 PC, 4 = Jo(t) C + j-” Jo@ - 4 xX,(Qi% ~9 E), P, 4 dT, 
(0 < t < ; co). 
(4.6) 
This equation can be regarded as a variation of constants formula for (4.3). 
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Define elements Y,, E R(2~n) and 2, : [- r, 0] + R(*T~) by setting 
Y” = PO Y x)0 3 
zo=x-@~Y,. 
Also, define two functions 
~(4, CL, c> : LO, + 03) - R2 
by setting 
Y(C +, l-4 4 = %*%(A II> 4, 
z(t; 4, CL, 4 = TlQXt(4, p, E), (0 < t < + 00). 
On the basis of (4.6) and an argument given by Hale [8, p. 310, lines 5-101, 
one can show that 
y(t; 4, P, e> = eAc$, + ,I eAo’t-“YoXl(xT(b, II, E), cc, c) dT, 
4c d, P> ~1 = lo(t) xo + f Jolt - 4 ~oX,(x,(~, P> 61, II? 6) dT> (4.7) 
(0 < t < +“oo,, 
where 
Yo = YKR 47 PL, 4 and ql = q; $4 CL, c>. 
Again using reasoning of the type employed in [8, p. 310, lines 5-101, one 
can show that 
PO 9 Jo@) Zo)o = 0, (0 < t < + co). 
This last result will be useful to us shortly. 
We are now ready to state the following theorem. 
(4.8) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p. and co be as in Eqs. (4.1). Then, there exists a function 
9 continuously mapping a domain 
R2 x CO, ~11 x F-J, d 0 < CL1 e PO Y 0 < El < Eo , 
into Q. such that, for any p E [0, pI] and E E [0, EJ, the relation 
4 = @oY + qy, CL, E), (Y E R2h (4.9) 
represents a 2-dimensional integral manifold M(p, C) of (4.3) and such that 
qo, PL, 4 = 0, 
lI~~Y1,tL,~)--(Y2,~-C)~)lleIYl-Y2l~ (4.10) 
(~1 3 yz E R2, CL ELO, 14, E E LO, d>- 
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Moreover, for any p E [0, ,LLJ, E E [0, EJ, and 4 E M(p, E), there is only one 
solution x*($, c) of (4.3) defined on (- 00, + a~) such that x0*(+, p, l ) = 4 
ad +*(+,P, 4 EM@, 4f or all t E (- co, + a~). This solution satisjies the 
relation 
where y. = cop+ and y*(yo , p, c) is the solution of the ordinary dzrerential 
equation 
3 = AOY + yoxl(@oY + 9(Y, CL> 4, CL, E)r (4.11) 
having initial value y. at time t = 0. 
Proof. Consider the system of equations 
~(YO 9 PL, 4 = 1" Jot- 4 GW'OY(~ + F(Y(+ CL, 4 E", 4 dT, 
--m 
3(t) = AOYM + Yo&PoY(t) + ~(r(t), CL, 4 PY 4 (4.12) 
Y(O) = Yo (t E (- co, 01, y. E R2, p E [O, ~11, e E [O, EJ), 
(0 -=c p1 d PO 9 0 < El d Go>* 
We can regard this system as a set of equations to be solved for a function 9 
continuously mapping a domain R2 x [0, pJ x [0, ~~1, 0 < pI < p. , 
0 -=c El d ql , into Q. . In that which follows we shall show that, for some p1 
and ‘I , the system (4.12) does have a unique solution g satisfying (4.10). 
After this, we can show that, for any p E [0, &j and E E [0, EJ, the manifold 
M(p, c) represented by (4.9) has all the properties required by our theorem. 
We begin by choosing the numbers pi and pi. 
Using Hypotheses (HJ, it can be shown that there exists a number a! > 0 
such that any eigenvalue of (4.4) other than f ib(0) has its real part less 
than - 2a. Therefore, on the basis of (4.8) and the last paragraph in Section 2, 
there exists a constant K > 1 such that 
II Jo(t) 2, II d Ke-2at (0 d t < + 00). (4.13) 
Without any loss of generality, we can assume that 
1 1 eAotYo 1 < K / eAotI <K I (- 00 < t < O), 
(4.14) 
II @o II G K. 
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Letting k, and & be as in Lemma 4.1.1 we choose numbers pcL1 E (0, pO] and 
pi E (0, ~~1 such that 
Now we are ready to prove the existence of the required solution 9 of (4.12). 
Let S be the set of all functions f continuously mapping 
R2 x [0, pi] x [0, l ;1 into Q,, such that 
llf(Y1) /A E) -f(Y* 9 CL, 4 G I Yl - Y2 I 9 (4.16) 
(~1) yz E R2, P E LO, ~4, E E [‘A d)- 
Let d be the metric on S defined by the equation 
4h ,f2) = sup 1 
llfl(Y, /4 El -f2(Y, CL) 3 . 
IYI * 
y E R2, y # 0; I-L E [O, ~11; E E [O, %I. (4.17) 
(fl,fiES)* 
It can be shown that under d the set S is a complete metric space. 
For a given f E S, we can consider the autonomous ordinary differential 
equation 
3 = AOY + yo4PoY if( y, P, El, PL, 4. (4.18) 
For each y0 E R2, p E [0, pi], and E E [0, EJ, (4.18) has a unique solution 
y(y,, , f, CL, E) having initial value ys at t = 0 and this solution y(ya , f, p, l ) 
is defined on the whole interval (- co, + CD). Moreover, it can be shown that 
I y(c yo ,f, CL, 4 < Kc-at’4 Iyo I > (-cocot<O). (4.19) 
Now, we define an operator T on S by setting 
(Tf) (yo , p, 6) = so A(- 4 ZO-&(@OY(G YO ,f> CL, ~1 
+-;(Y(c yo ,f, /A 4 I*? 4 ~3 6) d7, 
(f E S; yo E R2, P E P, PJ, E E LO, 4 
It is easy to verify that (Tf) (y. ,.p, E is an element of C. We intend to prove ) 
that T maps S into itself and that, with respect to the metric d defined by 
(4.17)) T is a contraction on S. 
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Let f E S. Then, it can be shown that Tf is continuous on its domain 
R2 x 10, ~11 x LO, 4. Al so, it can be shown that, for eachy, E R2, p E [0, p1], 
and E E [0, r,], the element (Tf) (yO , p, C) belongs to Qa . Finally, it can be 
shown that, for any TV E [0, pl] and E E [0, ~1, we have 
(V> (0, PL, 4 = 0. 
Thus, it remains for us to prove that Tf satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
required by (4.15) for all members of S and that T itself is a contraction on S. 
To do this, we argue as follows. 
Let fi , fi E S; y1 , ya E R2; /A. E [0, pr]; and E E [0, ~1. To abbreviate 
notation, let 
s(t) = Y(C Yl ,fi > P> cl 
u2(0 = Y(C Y2 Ff2 9 I4 cl 
(-co<t<O). 
Then, using (4.2), (4.14), (4.16), (4.17) (4.19), and the fact that K >l, 
we obtain the inequalities 
I W@o%(4 ifiM4, PL, 4 CL? 4 - -%PcP2(7) +.f2(~2(7> t4 4 t-4 41 
c 2W&L) + 4(E)l I44 - u2(4 (4.20) 
+ wG(/4 + 4;(~>1 d(fl Pf2) e-olt’4 I Y2 I 1 (-co<T<O). 
Therefore, recalling (4.13) and (4.15), we obtain 
llG!fd (YI > EL, 4 - V.fJ (~2 9 ~3 41 (4.21) 
Now, we note that 
Z+(T) = eAoTyj + j: eAo(T--S) YJl(@,&) + fdui(s>, P? E), CL, l 1 ds 
(- CO < 7 < 0;j = 1, 2). 
Therefore, using (4.14), (4.15), and (4.20), it can be shown that 
I %(T) - %(~>i < K I y1 - y2 I e-ar/4 + i% 4fl ,fi) e-“lr/4 I y2 / 
+:I; 
ear(s-T)‘4 1 q(s) - u2(s)j ds (-a<T<o). 
Hence, 
1 +) - u2(4 e=r'4 < K 1 YI -Y2 / + t U ,fi) 1 Yz 1 
+a: eas14 I q(s) - u,(s)1 ds (-CO<T<o). 
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From this last result and from Gronwall’s Inequality (Hale [ 11, p. 36, Corol- 
lary 6.61) it follows that 
I ud~) - u2(~)I < [K I y1 - y2 I i- 4 4fl ,f2) I y2 ~1 eeaTi2 
(-co<T<O). 
(4.22) 
Substituting (4.22) into (4.21), we find that 
IG’Yd (YI > PL, c) - WJ (~2 9 P, 4 G 1~1 - ~2 I + 4 U 7f2) 1~2 I - (4.23) 
Inequality (4.23) implies that, for any f E S, the function Tf satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition required for all members of S by (4.16). Thus, we now 
know that T maps S into itself. But also, Inequality (4.23) implies that T is a 
contraction on S. 
Appealing to the Banach Contraction Mapping Principle, we can now 
assert that T has a unique fixed point 9 E S. It is easy to see that 9 is the 
required solution of (4.12) satisfying (4.10). 
For any p E [0, pr] and E E [0, ~1, let M(p, l ) be the 2-dimensional mani- 
fold in C represented by the relations (4.9) with 9 as just determined. To 
complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, it must be shown that, for any 4 E M(p, E), 
there exists a unique solution x*(4, p, 6) of (4.3) having the properties stated 
in that theorem. This is an exercise involving (4.7) and (4.12) which we shall 
not render here. 
Using Eq. (4.1 l), one can obtain the following corollary of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. There exist numbers pl’ E (0, &j and Ed’ E (0, Q] such 
that, ,for any p E [0, yl’] and E E [0, ~~‘1, the on& equilibrium point of (4.3) in 
M(p, e) is the origin do = 0. 
We shall now obtain a certain stability property of the manifolds M(p, E), 
0 < p < p1 , 0 < E < e1 , described in Theorem 4.1. 
Let p0 and E,, be as in the beginning of this section. Then, for any,&, E (0, pO] 
and E,, E (0, es], we let Z(,&, , E,,) be the set consisting of all elements 
(t, y, 2, CL, e), where t E [O, + a), y E R2, 2 E PO , CL E 10, Fol, and e E [O, CO]. 
LEMMA 4.2.1. Let pl’ and Q’ be as in Corollary 4.1.2., and let 01 be as 
chosen in connection with (4.12). Th en, there exist numbers & E (0, ~~‘1, 
6’; E (0, ~~‘1, and K,, > 1 and a function h continuously mapping Z(& , c;) 
into Q0 such that, for any $ E C, p E [0, ~~‘1, and E E [0, ~‘1, the y and z com- 
ponents of x(+, p”, e) satisfy the relation 
z(t; 4, CL, c> = h(t, y(t; +, PL, ~1, zo , P, 4, (0 < t -=c + a), (4.24) 
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where x0 = ~(0; 4, p, E), and such that 
Proof. Consider the integro-differential system 
+ 47, Y(T), zo ,CL, 6)s P, c) dT 
3(t) = A,Y@) + YoX,(@oy(t> + W, r(t), .q, , CL, 4, I*, 4, 
YOO) = Yo ( (to 7 Yo , zo 9 II) 4 E c (P 1”) 4, t E [O, + a,) , 
(0 < p; < PI’, 0 < c; d Cl’). (4.26) 
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, one can show that, given an appro- 
priate choice of CL; E (0, p r , c; E (0, cr’], and K, >, 1, the system (4.26) has a ‘1
unique solution h continuously mapping Z(p; , c;) into Q,, which satisfies 
(4.25). Following this, one can show that, for this same function h, Eq. (4.24) 
is valid. We shall omit the details of this reasoning. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let pi , l “1 , and OL be as in Lemma 4.2.1, and let 9 be as in 
Theorem 4.1. Then, there exist numbers PI E (0, pi], 2, E (0, l ;], and ICI > 1 
such that, for any + E C, p E [0, j&J, and E E [0, Zr], 
II Nt; 4, P, 4 - SW; 4, c”, 4, P, 41 < JGe-at’2 II4 II (0 d t < + co). 
Proof. Using Eq. (4.7)) one can prove that there exist numbersFr E (0, pi], 
Z, E (0, ?;I, and K’ > 1 such that, for any 4 E C, p E [0, ,!&I, and E E [0, Zr], 
I At; 95, IL, 41 < Kfemt14 II  II , 
II 4C 4, pL, <)I1 < Keatj4 II d II (0 < t < + 00). 
(4.27) 
Recalling (4.19)) we can assume that, for every y. E R2, p E [0, j&j, and 
rz E [O, %I, 
I Y*(t; y. , CL, 4 < Ke-ut/4 Iy. I (-m<t<O), (4.28) 
where K is as in (4.18) and y *( y. , IL, l ) is as in Theorem 4.1. 
Now, choose any 4 E C, p E [0, ,GJ, and E E [0, a,]. Let y. = co*+ and 
z. = ~~“4. Select any number tl > 0 and let yr = y(t,; +, p, l ). 
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Let +r E M(p, 6) be given by +r = @sy, + 9(-y, , p, E). Then, there exists 
a unique 4, E i%?(p, 6) such that 
Let yz = cop& . 
Using Lemma 4.2.1 and the property that xt(& , CL, 6) E M(p, l ) for all 
t > 0, we find that 
But, referring to (4.28) (4.10) and (4.27), we see that 
I! F(y2 , p, c)ll < Keat114 j y1 / < KK’eatli2 jl 4 /; 
and that 1; a0 I/ < K’ 11 C$ 11 . Therefore, we now have 
II +,; 4, I”, c> - F(y(% +, CL, ~1, CL, <)I1 < Ko~e-“tl[l + Kear1’21 II 4 II . 
From this there follows the conclusion of our theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.2.1. For a giwen p E [0, ,Cr] and E E [0, Zr], suppose that 
x*(p, c) is a solution of(4.3) dejined on un intervuZ(- co, T), - cg < 7 < + co, 
and suppose that there exist numbers K,’ > 0 and G, 0 < & < 01, such that 
II xt*(p, 41 < Kl’@ (- co < t <T). 
Then, xt*(p, E) E M(p, E) for all t E (TV, TV). 
COROLLARY 4.2.2. For any TV E [0, ,$I and E E [0, h,], the only equilibrium 
point of (4.3) is the origin c$, = 0. 
For each number p, 0 < p < + 00, let &I) denote the open disk in R2 
centered at the origin y. = 0 and having radius p. 
On the basis of our results concerning (4.3), we can now render the follow- 
ing theorem concerning (3.1). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p. and co be as in Hypotheses (H,) through (H,). Let 
E, E (0, eO] be as in Theorem 4.2. Then, there exists numbers p1 , PI E (0, po] and a 
function F continuously mapping D&) x [0, ZJ into Q. such that 
F(0, <) = 0, 
and such that the following assertions are true. 
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(i) For each E E [0, Cl], the relation 
d = @ov +F(Y, E’), (Y E WI)), 
represents a 2-dimensional local integral manifold M(r) of (3.1) containing the 
origin #,, = 0. Moreover, for any $ E M(E), there exists a unique solution x*($, l ) 
of (3.1) dejined on an interval (TV - Y, T.J, - 00 < 71 < 0 < TV 6 + co, 
such that x,,*(4, l ) = 4, x,*(4, l ) E M(c)for all t E (TV , TV), and the orbit ofany 
continuation of x*(9, E) (f i sue a continuation exists) contains points not Zying h 
in M(E). Furthermore, 
x,*(4> l ) = @P,Y*@; yo , 4 + F(y*(t; Y, > ~1, E>, (71 < t < 4 
where y. = cop+ and y*(yo , C) is the solution of the ordinary d@feventiaE equa- 
tion 
3 = A,Y + Yo-Voy + F(Y, ~1, l 1 
- Yo-Voy + W, 40) + Yo-V%y + F(Y, c>, 4 
(4.30) 
having initial value y. at t = 0. 
(ii) If, for a given 4 E B(pJ and E E [0, F1], the solution x($, C) of (3.1) is 
dejined on [- r, + a) and has the property that xt($, l ) E B(p,) for all 
t E [0, + co), then xt(+, C) + M(E) as t---f + CO. 
(iii) If, for any E E [0, S1], Equation (3.1) has a solution X*(C) defined on an 
interval (- Co, T), - co < T < + 00, such that xt*(e) E B(p,) for all 
t E (- 03, T), then, xt*(<) E M(E) for all t E (- co, T). 
(iv) For each E E [0, r,], the only equilibrium point of (3.1) in B(pl) is the 
origin q50 = 0. 
5. THE EIGENSPACE DECOMPOSITION OF C BY THE EIGENVALUES 
a(e) f ib(c) OF (3.2) 
In the preceding section we made use of the eigenspace decomposition 
of C associated with Eq. (3.2) at E = 0 and with its eigenvalues + ib(0). 
However, for every E E [0, E,,], there is an eigenspace decomposition of C 
associated with (3.2) at E and the corresponding eigenvalues a(e) f ib(c). 
In this section we shall develop certain results concerning these decomposi- 
tions which readily follow from the propositions in Section 4 concerning 
Eq. (4.3). 
We begin by noting that Eq. (4.3) can be reduced to Eq. (3.2) by setting 
p = 0. Next, we state the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 51.1. Let ii1 and ?I be as in Theorem 4.2, and let M(p, E), 
0 .< p < & , 0 < E < E1 , be as in Theorem 5.1. For each G E [0, ~~1, let P(c) 
be the generalized eigenspace qf Eq. (3.2) associated with the eigenvalues 
a(c) * ib(e) of(3.2). Th en , f or every E E [0, zJ, we have P(c) = M(0, l ). 
Proof. Let 9 be as in Theorem 4.1. Then, for any E E [0, ci], the function 
9(., 0, c) is linear on its domain R2. This can be shown by suitably refining 
the fixed point argument used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. It follows that 
the manifold M(0, c) is a 2-dimensional linear subspace of C. 
Now, using Corollary 4.2.1, one can show that P(c) C M(0, c). But, P(c) 
is a 2-dimensional linear subspace of C. Therefore, P(e) = ;1!l(O, c). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a .function @ continuously mapping the domain 
[- r, 0] x [0, <J into R(Q) such that, for each c E [0, CJ, the columns of 
di(., ~)fornt a basis of P( ) E an such that, for ally E R2 and E E [0, ;J, d 
q., E)Y = @oY + S(Y, 0, El, (5.1) 
where Q0 is as in Sec. 4. 
Proof. Equation (5.1) can be used to determine the required function @. 
We omit the details of this reasoning. 
Now, for any E E [0, E,-,], there is a bilinear form associated with (3.2) whose 
definition is analogous to (2.5). We shall denote this form by (,), . This brings 
us to the following lemma, which is a consequence of Hypothesis (H,) in 
Sec. 3. 
LEMMA 5.2.1. Let v mapping C* x C x [0, EJ into R, C* = C([O, r], Ii”), 
be the function defined by the equation 
Then, v is continuous on C* x C x [0, co] and, for any p > 0, a is un$mdy 
continuous on {(#, +, c) : II # II , II 4 II < p, 0 < e < CO>. 
THEOREM 5.2. For each E E [0, ~~1, let P*(c) be the generalized eigenspace 
associated with the adjoint equation of (3.2) and with the pair of eigenvalues 
a(e) f ib(c). Then, there exists a function Y continuously mapping a domain 
[O, rl x [O, Cl, 0 -=c G < 5 , into R(n,2) such that, for each E E [0, E,], the 
columns of Y(., c) form a basis of P*(c) and 
(Y(., E), @b(., E)jf = 12 > (5.2) 
where I, denotes the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
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Proof. Using Theorem 5.1, it can be shown that there exists a function Yi 
continuously mapping a domain [0, r] x [0, cr], 0 < E1 < Z, , into R(“p2) 
such that, for each E E [0, <iI, the columns of !P1 form a basis of P*(c). 
Let 5 : [0, cl] --f R c212) be the function defined by the equation 
5(4 = (ul,(*, 4, @5(., ENS (0 < E < Cl). 
By Lemma 5.2.1, 5 is continuous on [0, ci]. Moreover, recalling Sec. 2, the 
matrix c(c) is invertible for each E E [0, Zi]. 
Therefore, we can define a function Y mapping [0, r] x [0, or] into Rtnt2) 
by setting 
ye, 4 = ul,p, l) (W’)’ (0 < e < r, 0 < E < Cl;), 
where T denotes transpose. Y is the function required by our theorem. 
For each E E [0, ~~1, we shall let @, and Y< denote the functions @(*, c) and 
Y(*, c) respectively. In connection with this, we remark that @(., 0) and 
Y( ., 0) coincide with the functions @,, and Y,, introduced in Sec. 4. 
For any t E [0, + co) and c E [0, 01, we define a bounded linear operator 
J((t, c) : C--+ C by setting 
.J(t, 4 + = %ht 034, (4 E 0 
For any E E [0, CJ, there exists a unique matrix A(E) E Rf2v2) having eigen- 
values a(e) & &(c) such that 
J(t, c) (DE = @eeA(s)t, (0 < t < + co). 
Thus, we have a function A : [0, CJ -+ Rt2y2). 
THEOREM 5.3. The function A is continuous on its domain [0, Q. 
Proof. Consider Eq. (4.11) with p = 0. It can be shown that there exists 
a continuous function A, : [0, I] -+ Rf2p2) such that 
A,(4y = 4,~ + Y,,&(%Y + S(Y, 0,4,0,4 (Y E R2, E E LO, 4). 
Therefore, for p = 0 and E E [0, ~~1, we can replace (4.11) with the equation 
9 = Ad4 Y- 
Hence, by Theorem 4.1 and Eq. (5.1), 
J( t, E) !Dc = GeeAl@ t (0 < t < + co). 
Therefore, A(E) = A,(E) for all E E [0, CJ and the desired conclusion im- 
mediately follows. 
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For each E E [0, <r], we let Q(E) denote the complementary subspace in C 
associated with (3.2) and a(e) f G(E). 
For each E E [0, E,], we define continuous linear transformations c,P, r<n, 
and n,‘1 mapping C onto R2, P(c), and Q(c) respectively by setting 
c,“C = (Ye P #I, > 
7rc* = @&,*cj, 
7rcyb = 4 - lT,“r#J Cd E (7. 
Now, for any numbers K > 0 and E E [0, ?i], let W(K, c) be the domain in C 
defined by 
W(‘G 6) = {d E c : 11 ‘G”+ 11 < K 1 c,“‘$ 1). (5.3) 
Then, we have the following theorem, whose proof is a straightforward 
exercise. 
THEOREM 5.4. For each E E [0, &I, let M(E) be as in Theorem 4.3. Then, 
there exist numbers Kg > 0 and Ed* E (0, &] such that, for every E E [0, Ed*], 
We) c W% > 6). 
6. THE EXISTENCE OF THE MANIFOLD IV(E) 
In this section we shall carry out the main steps involved in the proof of 
Assertion (vi) of Theorem 3.1. As was the case in Sec. 4, we shall be working 
mostly with Eq. (4.3). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let F1 and 01 be as in Theorem 4.2, and let cl* be as in 
Theorem 5.4. Then, there exist numbers p2 E (0, ,%J, f2 E (0, l 1*], and Kz > 1 
and a function 9 continuously mapping Q,, x [0, pz] x [0, e2] into R2 such that 
and such that, for any TV E [0, p2] and E E [0, e2], the manifold N(p, E) represented 
by the relation 
+ = @&w, P, c> + x (2 E So> (6.2) 
has the property that, for any $ E N(p, E), 
(6.3) 
4W/35/2-7 
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Proof. The required function 9 is obtained as the solution of the system 
The details of proof are similar enough to those in the proof of Theorem 4.1 
so that we shall not render them here. 
On the basis of Theorem 6.1, we shall develop a result concerning 
Eq. (3.2) which will be useful to us later in this section. 
LEMMA 6.2.1. Let N(p) E), 0 < p < p2 , 0 < E < c2 , be as in Theorem 
6.1 and let Q(E), 0 < E < Ed, be as in Sec. 5. Then, for each E E [0, ~~1, 
NO, 4 = Q(E). 
Proof. Choose any E E [0, l 2]. First, it can be shown that N(0, c) is a 
linear subspace of C. Second, it can be shown that, for any 4 E C, there exist 
unique elements & E PO and 42 E N(0, c) such that 4 = +r + 42 . Indeed, 
where y = co%+ and x = rro%$. From this it follows that N(0, 6) has co- 
dimension 2 in C. 
Now, using Sec. 2, Corollary 4.2.1, and Lemma 5.1 .I, it can be shown that 
a(c) & ib(c) are the only eigenvalues of (3.2) having non-negative real parts. 
From this and from Sec. 2 it follows that, for any 4 E C, we have 
~~(4, 0, c) + 0 as t--j + cc if and only if 4 EQ(E). Therefore, by Theorem 
6.1, N(0, 6) C Q(e). 
However, N(0, E) and Q(c) both have co-dimension 2 in C. Hence, 
N(O, 4 = Q(E). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let e2 , K, , and 01 be as in Theorem 6.1. Then, for every 
c E P, ~~1 and C EQ(~, 
IIJ(t,44ll <K2e-~"//~II, (0 < t < + al). (6.5) 
Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.2.2 and Theo- 
rem 6.1. 
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We now want to develop a certain converse proposition for Theorem 6.1. 
More specifically, we want to show that, for certain values of t.~ E [0, pz] and 
E E [0, ~~1, a solution x(+, p, c) of (4.3) has the property that A+,($, I*, c) + 0 
as t + + 03 only if 4 E N(p, e). We proceed as follows. 
For each E E [0, us], we let A(E), QB , Y, , and (,), be as in Sec. 5. Let 
x : [- Y, 0] + R(n,n) be as introduced in Sec. 4. Then, for each E E [0, E,], 
we define a matrix Y, E R@yn) and a function Z, : [- r, 0] --f R(“lrL) by setting 
ye = PC 9 x>, 9 z, = x - DcY,. (6.6) 
Let X, be the function mapping C x [0, pO] x [0, E,J into R” defined by 
the equation 
x&A CL, 4 = X,(4, CL, 4 - w, c) + w> 0) ($ E c, CL E LO, /-%I, E E [O, %I)* 
Then, Equation (4.3) can be expressed in the form 
2(t) = qx, ) c) + X,(x, 9 PL, c). 
For any 4 E C, p E [0, ps], and E E [0, ~“a], we define functions ~(4, I”, e) 
and ~(4, EL, c) mapping [0, + co) into R2 and Q(e) respectively by setting 
y(t; 4, P? 4 = c,%(+, th E>, 
qc 4, CL, c) = %%($, p, 6) (0 < t < + co). 
In analogy to (4.7) we have the relations 
P(t; $, CL, c) = e eA(C)(t--7)YcX2(x,(+, p, E), p, 6) dT, 
z(t; 4, CL, 4 = At, 4 so + j-” IQ - 7, c) Z,&(x,($, cc, 4, CL, c) d7 
(0 < t -=c + Lx 
where 
Yo = Y6-h $7 CL, c> and 20 = $0; d, CL, 6). 
Now we state the following lemma. 
(h-7) 
LEMMA 6.3.1. There exists a number Q’ E (0, GJ having the property that, 
for any p E [0, pz], E E [0, ~‘1, andz, E Q(E), there is a unique eZement$, E N(p, e) 
such that z. = rrCqqSl . 
Proof. Let E E [0, ~~1. Recalling Lemma 6.2.1, we define a continuous 
linear transformation U, mapping Q. onto Q(e) be setting 
u,z = @,cqz, 0, c) + z 6 6 Qo)* (6.8) 
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We note that U, is one-to-one on its domain Q,, . Hence, U, has a bounded 
inverse U;’ mapping Q(G) onto Qs . Th is inverse equals the restriction of nOq 
to Q(C). We also note that, since the range of U, is Q(E), 
n-EQucx = u,x (6.9) 
for all z EQ,, . 
Using Eqs. (5.1), (6.8) and (6.9) we find that, for any z E Q0 and E E [0, EJ, 
there holds the relation 
77,Qx = u,x + T~“syqX, 0, c), 0, E). (6.10) 
We shall use this identity shortly. 
Now define two functions BP and g” both mapping the domain 
Qs x [0, ps] x [0, es] into C by setting 
g”(% Pu, E> = mcpx + @z@, p, E) - TPflpqX, E.L, 464, 
ga(x, p, E) = 7rE?z - n,w(qx, p, E)’ 0, 6) (a E Q,, 3 P E LO, PA E E LO, 4. 
For any z EQ,, , p E [0, ps], and E E [0, ~a], we have 
g*cz, CL, 4 E w, 
g~(z, CL, ~1 EQ(E), 
where P(C) is as in Sec. 5. Also, by virtue of (6.10), we have 
gq(? p, c) = us + Tq,q%, 0, l ), 0, e) - %“qq& /-4 ,0,4 
(x E Qo 7 P E Kh PA E E LO, 4. 
(6.11) 
Using (6.11) and a standard type of fixed point argument, one can show 
that there exists a number l s’ E (0, es] having the property that, for any 
p E [0, ps], E E [O, ~~‘1, and ZY,, E Q(C), there is a unique element %i EQ(E) 
such that 
It follows that, for any p E [0, ps], E E [0, ~a’], and s,, E Q(E), there is a unique 
element z, E Qa such that 
%I = g”(% , t-h + (6.12) 
Now, choose any elements p E [0, ps], 6 E [0, es’], and &, E Q(e). Let z, E Qs 
be selected in accordance with (6.12), and let 
$1 = @owl > P9 4 + 3. 
We observe that +i E N(p, c). We want to show that rCq(+l) = 2s . 
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First, we note that 
Second, we note that 
Here, we have again used (5.1). From the preceding two observations it 
follows that 
It remains to be proved that, if an element +s E iV(p, E) has the property 
7r,%$s = 5s , then $a = $i . We shall leave this as an exercise. 
THEOREM 6.3. There exists a function A, mapping (0, ~‘1 into (0, pz] such 
that A, is continuous and monotone increasing on (0, ~~‘1; d,(c) -+ 0 as E -+ O+; 
and, for any E E (0, ~‘1, P E LO, 441, and $ E C, we have xt($, p”, 6) ---f 0 us 
t++ c0onlyif+EN(p,~). 
Proof. Let 01 be as in Theorem 6.2. Then, there exists a constant Ka 2 1 
such that, for each E E [0, ~‘1, 
II J(t, 4 2, I! G &e-at (0 < t < + co). (6.13) 
Moreover, by Theorems 5.1 and 5.3, we can assume that, for each E E [0, ~~‘1, 
/ eA(c)fY, / < K3ea(f)t (-co<t<o0), 
II @, II G 6 . 
(6.14) 
Let k, be as in Lemma 4.1.1. Then, there exists a function A, mapping 
(0, ~‘1 into (0, ps] such that A, is continuous and monotone increasing on 
(0, es’]; d,(r) + 0 as E -+ O+; and, for any E E (0, Q’] and p E [0, d,(c)], 
(6.15) 
Now, for any E E (0, ~~‘1, p G [0, Al(~)], and d, E C, suppose that, 
x,(4, p, c) + 0 as t + + 00. Let y,, = cc”+ and %,, = z-cg+ and, in accordance 
with Lemma 6.3.1, let & be the unique element in N(p, c) such that 
,Y,, = rr,q+i. We shall show that + = $r. 
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BY (6.7), 
ji(t; 4, p, c) = eAyjo + s t eA(E)(t--5)YEX2(x7(~, p, E), p., l) dr 
(O~t<+Om). 
Multiplying both sides of this equation by @(ejt and letting t -+ + co, we 
find that 
+m y. = -s e-A(E)TY&(4d, P, 4, CL, 4 dT. 0 
Therefore, 
rp; 56 P, c) = - j-1 eA(t)(t--T)YEX2(x7(~, p, E), p, E) dr (0 ,< t < + co). 
(6.16) 
Similarly, 
(0 < t< + 00). 
(6.17) 
By (6.7) and the equation V:C# = m?+r , 
Now, using (6.13) through (6.18), one can show that 
Each supremum on the right side of this inequality is less than + co because 
x,(4, p, C) + 0 and xt(+r, p, E) --f 0 as t--t + co. Hence, we must have 
#=A. Q.E.D. 
For any real number p, 0 < p < + co, let D*(p) be the open ball in Q. 
whose center is at the origin Co = 0 and whose radius is equal to p. 
For Eq. (3.1), we can now state the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let p1 be as in Theorem 4.3, and let Ed* be as in Theorem 5.4. 
Then, there exist numbers pz , bs E (0, pi] and & E (0, .ZJ andfunctions G continu- 
ously mapping D*(p,) x [0, &] into R2 and A, continuously mapping (0, c2] into 
(0, pz] such that 
G(0, c) = 0, 
I (22, > c) - G(z2 , <)I < II ~1 - 22 /I (x1 , z2 E D*(&), 6 E P, 4); 
such that A, is monotone increasing on (0, g2] and A,(,) 4 0 as E + O+; and such 
that, for any E E [0, 2.J the relation 
4 = @,G(x, 4 + .z (z ED*(Pz>) 
represents a manafold N(r) C B(p,) having the following properties. 
(i) For any 4 E N(E) n B(p,), the solution ~(4, E) of (3.1) is defked on 
[- y, + co), and x,(+, 6) E N(E) for all t E [0, + co) and x,(4, E) + 0 as 
t++m. 
(ii) If, for any I$ E B(AZ(c)), the solution ~(4, c) is de$ned on [- r, + co) 
and if x,(4, c) + 0 as t -+ + co, then $ E N(E). 
Theorem 6.4 is a straightforward consequence of Theorems 6.1 and 6.3. 
7. THE COMPLETE PHASE PORTRAIT OF (3.1) 
IN A NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE ORIGIN 
In this section we shall arrive at our goal of proving Theorem 3.1. We begin 
with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let p2 and E, be as in Theorem 6.4, and, for each E E [0, c2], 
let M(E) be as in Theorem 4.3. Then, there exists a number p3 E (0, p2] such that, 
for any $ E B(p3) and E E (0, EJ, the solution x(4, c) of (3.1) is defined on 
[- r, + co) and x,(4, E) E B(p2) for all t > 0. M oreover, there exists a function 
h, continuously mapping an interval (0, EJ, 0 < Ed < Z, , into (0, pz] such that 
h, is monotone increasing on (0, es’]; hi(E) -+ 0 as E -+ O+; and, for any (b E B(p,) 
and E E (0, ~1, ~(4, 6) has a non-empty, compact, connected, invariant w-limit 
set w($, c) contained in the intersection M(E) n B(h,(c)) and x,(4, c) ---f ~(4, 6) 
as t++ Go. 
Proof. Using Hypotheses (H,) through (H4) in Sec. 3, it can be shown 
that there exists a function /3 mapping the interval (0, E,,] into (0, + co) such 
that /3 is continuous and monotone increasing on (0, E,,]; F(E) + 0 as e + O+; 
and 
I w, c) + X(49 4 - w 0) - -WA O)l G B(e) (4 E B(po), E E (O,d). (7-l) 
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Using Hypothesis (Ha) in Sec. 3 and a theorem given by Halanay [5, p. 346, 
Theorem 4.41, one can show that there exist a number pz’ E (0, pz], a function 
V continuously mapping B(pz’) into [0, + co), and three functions WI , W, , 
and W, continuously mapping [0, pz’] into [0, + 00) such that, for each 
j= 1,2,3, 
Wj(0) = 0, 
0 < wj(i;) < wj(P> (0 <P <P d Pz’> 
and such that, for any + E B(p,‘), 
(7.2) 
We emphasize that vu(+) h ere is defined with respect to (3.1) at E = 0. 
Furthermore, on the basis of a remark made by Halanay [5, p. 346, lines 
18-201, we can assume that there exists a constant K, > 0 such that 
I VI) - VM G ko II A- 42 II (5% ,+2 E&P23 (7.3) 
Let p3 be any number belonging to (0, pz’] such that Wl(p3) < Wg(pz’). 
Then, there exists a function h, mapping an interval (0, es], 0 < l a < Cs , 
into (0, p3] such that h, is continuous and monotone increasing on (0, ~a], 
A,(E) -+ 0 as E -+ O+, and 
2/2,/3(E) = w, (9) (0 < E < Es). (7.4) 
Now, for any E E (0, es’], let 4 E B(p,‘)\B(h,(~)/4). Then, using (7.1) through 
(7.4), we find that 
+ lim sup et<+, 0)) - w> 
t+o+ t 
From this it follows that, for any 4 E B(p,) and E E (0, ~a], ~(4, l ) is defined 
on [- r, + co); x,(4, e) E B(p,) for all t > 0; and, for some to > 0, 
xt(+, E) E B(h,(e)/2) for all t 3 to . But now, we can apply a result due to 
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Hale [9, p. 454, Lemma 21 and conclude that x($, E) has a nonempty, compact, 
connected, invariant w-limit set ~(4, c) C B(~,(E)) and that x,($, c) --f ~(4, c) 
as t + + KJ. By Theorem 4.3, w($, E) C M(c). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 7.1. 
For any + E B(p,) and E E [0, ~a] we define functions $4, G) and ,%($, c) 
mapping [0, -1 a~) into R2 and Q(E) respectively by setting 
Ji;(t; 4, 6) = CGPX&$, E), 
qt; 4, c) = TrGqxt(+, c) (0 < t < + co). 
In analogy to (6.7), we have the relations 
j(t; 4, .c) z eA(E)t- Yo + j: eA(f)(t-T)Y,X(x,(& E), 6) d7, 
(7.5) 
qt; 4, c) = J(t, c> ~0 + jt J(t - 7, c) .&X(x,(+, E), ~1 dT (0 < t < + m), 
0 
where 
Yo = j@ $9 4 and x0 = $0; 4, c). 
THEOREM 7.2. There exists a function h, continuously mapping (0, EJ into 
(0, p3] such that h, is monotone increasing on (0, ~~1; h,(c) --t 0 as E -+ O+; 
h2(4 < h,(~), 0 < E ,< l 3; and, for any (b E B(p,) and E E (0, •~1, either 
4, c) = (0) or 
Proof. We begin by performing a construction of a type used in Liapunov 
stability theory. (See Hale [I 1, p. 2951.) W e recall that, for each E E (0, cs] the 
eigenvalues a(e) f ib(c) of A(E) h ave their common real part positive. There- 
fore, we can define a function S continuously mapping (0, ~a] into R(2~2) by 
setting 
Sk) = j”, exp[A(E)= t] exp[A(E) t] dt (0 < E < E3), 
where T denotes transpose. It can be shown that, for each E E (0, •~1, the 
matrix S(F) is symmetric and positive definite and has the property 
A(q S(B) + Sk) A(E) = 12 > (7.6) 
where 1a is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
Now we define a function U continuously mapping R2 x (0, c3] into 
[0, + co) by setting 
U(Y, 4 = YW4Y (Y E R2, e E (0, ~31). 
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For each E E (0, es], the quadratic functional U(., c) is positive definite on R2. 
It can be shown that there exists a function err continuously mapping (0, es] 
into (0, + co) such that m is monotone increasing on (0, es], W(E) + 0 as 
E --f O+, and m(e) < inf{U(y, E) : 1 y 1 = l} (0 < E < es). 
Let Ks 3 1 be as in (6.14), ~a > 0 as in Theorem 5.4, and 
k : (0, p,,] + [0, + co) as in Hypothesis (HJ. It can be shown that there 
exists a constant K4 2 1 such that 
I cc”+ I G 4 II 4 II (4 E c, E E LO, %I). 
We can now construct a function p continuously mapping (0, ~a] into (0, ps] 
such that j is monotone increasing on (0, cs], p(e) --+ 0 as E + 0+, and 
4KdKa + 2~~3) I S(4 I Y, I 4X4) < 1 (0 < E < EJ. (7.7) 
For any E E (0, es], let 4 E B@(E)) n W(~K,, E), where w(2K,, , l ) is defined 
in accordance with (5.3). By (7.5), y($, l ) is differentiable on the interval 
P, + ~0) and 
This together with (7.6) and (7.7) implies that 
$ wxt; 6,4,4 3 + I rcc B, c)l” (7.8) 
for all t E [0, + co) such that xt($, l ) E B@(E)) n W@K,, , c). 
We can now construct a function A2 continuously mapping (0, es] into 
(0, ps] such that h, is monotone increasing on (0, es], h,(e) + 0 as E -+ O+, and 
h,G) < minh(4, P(4, 
U(y, E) < q) p(c)” (0 < I y I d K&z(e), 0 < e < 4. 
We note that, for any E E (0, es] and $ E B(h,(c)) n W(~K, , E), 
u(c,p$, 4 < 4 inW(y, 4 : I y I = p(4>. (7.9) 
For any E E [O, ~a] and 6 > 0, let O(6, E) be the S-neighborhood of M(E) 
defined by the relation B(S, c) = (4 E C : dist($, M(E)) < 6). 
Now choose any + E B&) and E E (0, ~a]. We want to show that 
either ~(4, c) = (0) or ~(4, 6) n B(h,(c)) is empty. To do this, we shall 
let 4i be any element belonging to M(E) n B(h,(e)) such that $i # 0 and 
then show that & 4 ~(4, c). 
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By Theorem 5.4, $r E W(KO, c). Therefore, c~%$r # 0. Let 6, = 1 c,P& ~ 
Then choose 6,) 0 < 6, < 6, , so that 
m(c) 
U(y, 4 < 2 aI2 (0 < 1 y I < 6,). 
Next, choose 6, , 0 < 6, < 6,) so that, if 4 E Co@, , c) and 1 c~%$ / > 6, , 
then $ E w(2K,, , l ) and so that, if 41 E C and // $ - $r I/ < 6, , then 
We now consider the solution a($, c). By Theorem 7.1, there exists a 
t, > 0 such that 
(7.10) 
Then, +r $ ~(4, c) and there is nothing to be proved. 
On the other hand, suppose that there exists a t, > t, such that 
Then, by (7.8), (7.10), and our choice of 6,) 
I r(t; (6, 611 2 62 (t2 < t < + 00). 
Now, by (7.8), (7.9), and (7.10), there exists a t, > t, such that 
II %(h <)I1 > h,(E) (t3 < t < + a>. 
From this it follows that $r $ ~(4, l ). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.3. For a given E E (0, E& let + be any non-zero element bebn- 
ging to M(E) f7 B(p,). Th en, the corresponding solution x*(4, c) of (3.1) described 
in Theorem 4.3 is defined on an open interval (TV , + oo), - 00 < 71 < 0, and 
x,*(4, e) +O as t+ + 00. 
Proof. We can use Theorem 7.1 to show that x*(4, G) is defined on an 
interval (TV , + co), - co < r1 < 0. To show that xt*(+, c) + 0 as t + + co, 
we can modify certain arguments used in the proof of Theorem 7.2. We shall 
omit the details of this procedure. 
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THEOREM 7.4. For a given 4 E B(p,) and E E (0, ~~1, suppose that 
x,(4, C) + 0 as t + + co. Then, w($, l ) is the union of one or more closed orbits 
of (3.1). Regarded as a Jordan curve in M(E), each of these orbits contains the 
origin fj$ = 0 in its interior. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.3 it is clear that orbits of (3.1) lying in M(E) 
behave in accordance with Poincare-Bendixson theory. Using this fact 
together with Theorems 4.3, 7.1, and 7.2, one can show that the given set 
w($, e) contains at least one closed orbit of (3.1) and that any closed orbit of 
(3.1) lying in ~(4, c) has the origin & = 0 in its interior. 
We now want to show that w(+, e) is the union of closed orbits of (3.1). To 
this end, we consider any element 6 E w($, e) and the corresponding solution 
x*($, 6) of (3.1). Since ~(4, E is invariant, x*($, c) is defined on (- co, + co). ) 
We shall suppose that x*(6, ) E is not periodic and derive a contradiction. 
It can be shown that there exists a closed orbit y of (3.1) lying in ~(4, c) 
such that x8*(6, E) -+ y as t -+ + co. Let g = copy and note that g is a closed 
orbit of (4.30). Al so, let y = c&i?. We shall assume that 9 lies inside g. The 
arguments we give below can be easily modified to handle the case in which j 
lies outside g. 
Let [ ~g. Let k0 be a line segment in D(pr) such that 5 E 8, , C, is homeo- 
morphic to the open interval (0, l), and &, is transversal to the vector field 
given by (4.30). 
Consider the solution y*( 3, E) of (4.30). Borrowing arguments from 
Poincare-Bendixson theory, we can show that there exist numbers t, , t, , t, 
and t,, 0 < t, < t, < t, < t4 , such that, letting yI = y*(tj; p, E), 
j= 1,2,3,4, we have 
Yj E 4 (j = 1,2,3,4), 
I Yj+1 - 5 I < I Yj - 5 I 
y*ct; 9, l ) $4 (4 < t < G+1> 
(j = 1,2, 3). 
Let J be the Jordan curve in D&) f ormed by the closed line segment joining 
yr andy, and by the points y*(t; 9, E), t, < t < t, . Then, Jlies insideg and9 
lies inside J. 
Let /r C &, be the closed line segment joining ys and ya , Then, 8, lies 
outside J. Also, there exist numbers t, and to’, 0 < to’ < t, , having the 
property that, for any ji, E J, there is a unique i E [to’, to] such that 
Y*(f; 90 ,4 6 4 . 
Let E be the compact set in D(j$) defined by the equation 
E = {y*(t; &, , 6) : j$ E J, 0 < t < t,}. 
Then, there exists a number 6, > 0 having the properties that if y E R2 is 
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such that dist(y, E) < 6, then / y - p 1 > 6, and if y E R* is such that 
dist(y, P1) < 6, then y lies outside of J. 
Consider the Jordan curve J* C M(E) formed by the set of all points 
C*=@oy+F(y,~) (7 E J). 
There exists a number 6, > 0 having the property that, if $ E B(p,) and 
+* E J* are such that iI+ - +* /I < 6,) then ~~(4, 6) is well defined at all 
t E [0, t,,] and 
1 co%,(~, 6) - Co%&*, + < 6, (0 d t d to). 
We let O* denote the open neighborhood of M(E) defined by the relation 
0” = [c$ E B(po) : I/ 7roaqJ - F(c,$ c)li < 6,). 
Now, we consider the solution ~(4, c) of (3.1) whose w-limit set w(+, c) 
contains the closed orbit y. By Theorem 4.3, there exists a number ~~ > 0 
such that ~~(4, c) E 0* for all t 3 i1 . 
We introduce the y component ~(4, e) of x(4, c) through the equation 
Y(C 4, c) = Co”%@, 4 (0 < t < + co)% 
We shall let Int J denote the interior of the Jordan curve J and Ext J the 
exterior of J. Since y C ~(4, c) and g C Ext J, there exist numbers 
t E [& , + a) such that y(t; $, E) E Ext J. Suppose that y(t; 6, e) E Ext J 
for all t E [& , + co). Then, 6 $ ~(4, c) because 9 E Int J. 
Suppose that there exist numbers t E [tl , + co) such that 
y(t; +, 6) E J u Int J. 
Then, there exists a t2 E [tl , + co) such that y(i,; 4, e) E J. By our choice of 
f1 , there exists a $* E J* such that 
II %,(C, 4 - c* I: < 6, . 
Therefore, by our choice of 6, , 
I r(t + f2; 4, 4 - Y*(c lo , c)l < 6, (0 < t ,< to), 
where j$, = cO”$*. But now, we note that y*(t;p,, , 6) E E for all t E [0, t,]. 
Hence, by our choice of 6, , 
! Y(C 64 - 9 I > 6, (f* < t < i* + to). (7.11) 
From our choice of t,’ and t, it follows that there is a unique t E [t,,‘, to] such 
that y*(f; l,, , c) E l, . Hence, again referring to our choice of 6, , we find that 
y(t‘; 4, 6) E Ext J. From this and from (7.11) it follows that 4 6 ~(4, c). 
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Thus, under the assumption that x*(&,6) is not periodic, we have shown 
that 6 $ ~(4, E). Th’ is is our required contradiction. 
COROLLARY 1.4.1. If the set w($, 6) described in Theorem 7.4 does not 
consist of a single closed orbit of (3.1), then ~(4, E) is homeomorphic to a closed 
annulus in R2. 
The proof is an exercise making use of the fact that ~(4, 6) is connected. 
Now set p,,’ = p2 , pi = p3 , and Q,’ = cg , where p2 , p3 , and es are as in 
Theorem 7.1. With these numbers so chosen, it is a straightforward exercise 
to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
8. AN EXAMPLE 
We shall now construct the example mentioned at the end of Sec. 3. First, 
we can construct a C2 function g : [0, + co) --+ [2, 31 such that, for some 
sequence {tJi’_mo with 0 = t, < t, < t, < *.. and tj -+ + co as j- co, we 
have 
dtzi> = 2 
&2i+1> 0, 1, = 3 (j= 2 ,... ), 
k+(t) -+ 0 
g(t) et + 0 
as t-++al. 
Having done this, we define a Cl function f : R + R by setting 
f @,, = L!- In I z I> (O<IzI<l) 
0 (z = 0). 
It can be verified that f '(z) + 0 as x + 0. 
Let wi : [0, + CO) -+ [0, I] be a C” function such that 
0 (O<PGl) 
dP> = 1 (2 < p < 3)> 
0 (4<P<+~) 
I %‘(P)l G 2 (o<P<+~). 
Let v2 : [0, + co) -+ [0, l] be a C” function such that 
0 
7J2(P) = 1 
(0 e P < 3) 
(4<P<+~), 
I %‘(PI G 2 (O<P<$-W). 
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We now introduce the differential system 
p = Ep - qml(e-‘p) -- lf(z) vl(e-lp) -- p3e)z(e-‘p> (0 < e < 1); 
*s-z (8.1) 
d=l 
p = -p:3 (c = 0). 
Here, z is a scalar and 8 and p are the polar coordinates of a variable y in AZ. 
We can regard (8.1) as a special case of (3.1) with n = 3, r q = 0, p0 = 2, and 
6s = I. In this context, one can verify that (8.1) satisfies Hypotheses (H,) 
through (H,). 
Fix E E (0, I]. Then, the annulus in the y-plane defined by the inequality 
2t- < p << 3~ is filled by periodic orbits of (8.1). We can now define a solution 
of (8.1) by setting 
z(t) = e-t 
e(t) = t (0 < t < + a). 
PW = %W 
It can be shown that the w-limit set of this solution is the annulus just 
mentioned. 
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